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A LET T ER FR O M O U R CEO

As we approach the end of 2016, the Wunder

as a “thank you” to our capital partners.

To finish the Year-In-Review, we highlight

team finds itself reflecting on the last year

To the venture capital investors backing

our goals for 2017 and how much we have

and the one ahead, as a team typically

our company, and to the fund investors

left to do. Our Term Fund, launched in July

does. We have a lot to celebrate, more on

providing

literally

of this year, with an 8.5% projected annual

that ahead, but most of our discussions

financing solar across the U.S., this is what

return and 7-year term, is opening portions

have centered on those people that we

your dollars have achieved.

of the commercial market that have, to-

the

capital

that

is

could not have gotten here without. If more

date, been deeply underserved. With the

than one hundred installers and developers

As I’ve discussed with many of you personally,

help of our partner network, we’ve built a Q1

hadn’t seen Wunder’s promise and bet on a

we came to our current fund offering after

financing pipeline that’s stronger than we’ve

young company as a financing partner, and

experimenting with a project-by-project

ever had before. We are therefore investing

if the businesses you’ll read about in the

financing model earlier in our company’s

aggressively to expand our capital raising:

following pages and many others had not

evolution. This type of model is very similar

by exploring structures for non-accredited

chosen to partner with Wunder to finance

to the one that dominates online P2P and

investors,

their solar systems, we certainly would not

real estate financing platforms. We found

types such as IRAs and trusts, launching a

be here today. However, since the start of

that what most of our investors wanted was

referral program, and adding to the capital

our work in 2013, it has been clear that

not to evaluate and execute 20+ financings

team here at Wunder. With these efforts

there is abundant financing demand and

to build a diversified solar portfolio, but

and your help we hope to again more than

installer interest in building commercial

instead to build one with a single transaction.

triple our investor base, and send a Year-

solar. What has been lacking in this market

We made the transition to a fund structure

In-Review for 2017 that dwarfs this one in

is the capital, and it is our capital partners

in 2015 and have never looked back. That

moving towards our goal of widespread

to whom we find ourselves toasting with

said, one of the limitations of the structure

solar adoption in the Unite States.

particular vigor when celebrating Wunder’s

we adopted (and borrowed from market-

growth over the past year. We simply could

leading lending platforms) has been the

As always, please feel free to email me

not tackle this problem without our venture

loss of project-by-project transparency. I’m

directly at bryan@wundercapital.com with

capital investors, who injected $3.6mm into

therefore particularly proud of the hard work

any feedback, ideas, or questions. Thank

the company in Q1 to scale our team and

that our team has done to assemble and get

you and God bless the solar cost curve.

operations, and our fund investors, whose

permission to share some specific projects

numbers have more than tripled in the past

here. While I hope the summary data we

year and range across states, professions,

share is enlightening, there’s nothing quite

backgrounds,

like knowing the project-level impact you’re

humbly

offer

and
this

motivations.
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Wunder, CEO
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Disclaimer

Disclaimer: The data, projects, and investments
described in this report reflect historic or projected
performance that we believe to be reasonable and
accurate. This is not a solicitation to purchase any
securities. Investments can and do lose money.
Read all disclosures including the Private Placement
Memorandum

before

investing.

disclaimers appear on page 20
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Important

W U NDE R’ S S OLA R P ROJE C T P I P E LI NE

States with Wunder Partners

$87MM

310

Project Financing Originated

Financings Originated

100%

Project Pipeline

Originated

70%
Eligible

18%

Offer Made

13%

States with Originated Projects

Financed

39

2.98MW

98 DAYS

0

Project Financings

Financings

Avg. Origination-to-Financing Time

4

2016 Write-Offs

IMPA C T

what IMPACT
does 2016’s 2.98MW
of solar have?
In the FIRST YEAR ALONE, it will offset
the CO2 emissions from...

2,791,823

Or, in the FIRST YEAR ALONE, it will offset the
greenhouse gas emissions from...

1,660,104

553

instead of landfilled; or...

year

Pounds of waste recycled

92,743

Pounds of coal burned; or...

Cars driven for one

Or, in the FIRST YEAR ALONE, it will

Incandescent lamps; or...

sequester the same amount of carbon as...

386

294,394

2,477

67,804

for one year; or...

consumed

year; or...

for 10 years

Homes’ electricity needs

Gallons of gasoline

5

Acres of U.S. forests in one

Tree seedlings grown

CIT E: EPA GRE E NH OU S E GA S E QU I VA LE NC I E S C A LC U LAT OR

P ROJE C T C A S E S T U DY

Location

Site

Cherry
Hills

Rooftop

System Size (kWdc)

Loan Amount

343

$500,000

NJ Nursing
and wellness
center
A New Jersey healthcare organization that offers a variety
of rehabilitation and nursing home services in facilities
across the region recently worked with Wunder to complete
a 343 kWdc rooftop system on one of their buildings.
With multiple locations and significant tax appetite, the

Est. Electricity Prod. (kWh/Yr)

Annual Percentage Rate (APR)

385,000

8.77%

borrower was looking for a financing option that would
allow them to take advantage of federal tax incentives
while also reducing their energy footprint. Interestingly,
buildings in the healthcare industry often have some of the
highest energy demands per square foot.
“We’ve been looking for a solar lender in the small

Loan Term (Years)

Break Even Point (Years)

7

5.18

commercial space for years and were pleasantly
surprised when we came across Wunder.”
Heshy Katz, Green Power Developers (The Installer)
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PROJ E C T C A SE STUD Y

MA Catholic
Church
Location

Wunder worked with Turning Mill Energy, a Cape-Cod based
solar developer, to finance a new solar system for a church

Site

Hyannis

Rooftop

System Size (kWdc)

Loan Amount

in Hyannis, MA using a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA).
Due to the strong State Renewable Energy Credit (SREC)
market in Massachusetts, the church was able to secure a
solar PPA rate nearly 40% below their current utility rate.
With no money down or maintenance cost responsibilities,
the church is on track to save almost $10,000 from avoided
energy costs in the first year alone, while also reducing
their carbon footprint by ~100 M Tons (~90%).

118

$210,000

Est. Electricity Prod. (kWh/Yr)

Annual Percentage Rate (APR)

142,800

8.97%

Loan Term (Years)

Energy Cost Savings in Yr 1

7

$9,940

Turning Mill Energy will own the system through a special
purpose vehicle and capture the available tax credits and
depreciation benefits. In addition, the strong SREC market
coupled with the PPA will allow TME to cover their Wunder
Term loan debt service from year one. In turn, Turning
Mill Energy is expected to recoup the full value of the
system in less than three years, making this project a winwin for investors, Turning Mill Energy, the church, and the
environment.
“It makes a big difference to secure financing with
someone who understands the solar sales and
installation process. We save a lot of time by not
having to start from square 1.”
Tony Johnson, Turning Mill Energy (The Installer)
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P ROJE C T C A S E S T U DY

Location

Site

Phoenix

Rooftop

AZ Christian
high school
Wunder worked with Scout Solar, a Phoenix-based solar
developer, to finance a solar sytem for a local school.

System Size (kWdc)

Loan Amount

Scout Solar structured a Power Purchase Agreement with

150

$180,000

a private Christian high school in Phoenix for a new 150kW
solar system. The school is now buying the solar power
generated for the next twenty years at a rate more than
20% below their current utility’s. In total, the 150kW system
will offset ~60% of the school’s energy consumption,
helping them save approximately $10,500 in energy costs

Est. Electricity Prod. (kWh/Yr)

Annual Percentage Rate (APR)

in the first year of production alone. Based on the PPA

262,290

8.97%

between Scout Solar and the school, the school was able
to ‘go solar’ without having to put any money down, and
they are not responsible for system maintenance costs.

“We’ve had a lot of trouble finding a financing partner
Loan Term (Years)

Energy Cost Savings in Yr 1

for our PPA projects. When Wunder came along, we

7

$10,492

finally found a partner who understood the value of
our collateral.”
Bill Becker, Scout Solar (The Installer)
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PROJ E C T C A SE STUD Y

NV thrift store
Black Rock Solar, a Nevada-based non-profit solar installer,
leveraged Wunder Bridge Loans to finance the purchase of
equipment for a Nevada Energy charity project.

Location

Site

Reno

Rooftop

System Size (kWdc)

Loan Amount

Black Rock Solar focuses on solar installations for lowincome customers, building community solar systems for
Indian reservations, and rooftop installations servicing
schools and other non-profit organizations. This fall, they
took advantage of Wunder Bridge financing to construct a
portfolio of six projects totalling approximately 500 kW in
the Reno area.

65.35

$93,000

Est. Electricity Prod. (kWh/Yr)

Interest Rate

106,250

13%

Upon completion, the portfolio was purchased by the
local utility and then donated to the occupants of the six
sites. Recipients of the donated systems included multiple
locations for a local charity thrift store, an after-school
youth center, and a mental health recovery house.
Black Rock made interest-only payments throughout
the construction phase of the project and paid back the
principal when the project was complete.
Loan Term (Days)

“Wunder’s

financing

process

was

wonderful!

Approval was quick and easy and communication
has been excellent through the lending cycle.”
Patrick McCully, Blackrock Solar (The Installer)
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90

P ROJE C T C A S E S T U DY

Location

Minneapolis
System Size (kWdc)

Loan Amount

39.6

$44,300

MN Government
Office Building
A

well-established

solar

development

firm

recently

completed a 39.6 kWdc rooftop system on a Minneapolis
government office building with the help of a Wunder
Bridge Loan.

Site

Est. Electricity Prod. (kWh/Yr)

Rooftop 49,500

Due to rapid growth and numerous projects under
construction

at

once,

the

solar

developer

needed

additional working capital for hardware procurement. All
project permits and plans were approved and long-term
customer financing was in place. All the partner needed
was the equipment to build the project. Wunder stepped
in and less than a week later disbursed the procurement

Interest Rate

Loan Term (Days)

12%

180

capital directly to the EPC’s chosen hardware distributor.
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PROJ E C T C A SE STUD Y

NJ Horse
Boarding
Facility
Wunder helped finance a 58 kW solar system for a New
Jersey horse boarding facility. When a new owner took
over operation of the farm in 2015, he decided to look into
offsetting some of the energy used by the boarding and

Location

Site

Asbury

Rooftop

System Size (kWdc)

Loan Amount

58

$169,000

Est. Electricity Prod. (kWh/Yr)

Annual Percentage Rate (APR)

72,900

6.68%

Loan Term (Years)

Break Even Point (Years)

10

5.99

training operation in western New Jersey. The largest and
most recently renovated of the three stable barns was
identified as the best location for the system. Knowing
that he was hoping to take advantage of his state’s strong
production incentives (~$0.20/kWh) as well as the federal
investment tax credit and depreciation benefits, his chosen
installer, Green Power Energy, recommended Wunder
Capital.
Wunder worked with Green Power Energy to review the
system production and expected cash flows, ultimately
approving the project and the business for a 10-year solar
loan. Construction began in the summer and the system
came online in August.
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PA RT NE R C A S E S T U DY

Founded

MW Constructed

2010

8 MW

Scout Solar LLC
Wunder has partnered with Scout Solar, a Phoenix-based
solar developer bringing the benefits of solar to local nonprofits.

Commercial Projects Completed

Wunder Loans Contracted

95

14

While

many

non-profits

are

attracted

to

solar’s

environmental benefits and cost-saving potential, it often
doesn’t make sense for them to own their systems because
they aren’t able to capture solar’s tax benefits. Bill Becker
and Richard Perkins, Scout Solar’s founders, had been

“Wunder’s
financing has
freed up our
balance sheet,
which will
really increase
our project
volume for 2017.”

helping nonprofits across the country navigate these
challenges in an advisory capacity when they decided there
was an opportunity to address this need more directly.
Formed in 2010, Scout Solar has constructed and/or
developed 8MW of solar across 95 projects, primarily
through Power Purchase Agreements with local nonprofits. Each system is owned and maintained by a Special
Purpose Vehicle, which is designed to meet the financing,
maintenance, and legal needs of each project.
Scout Solar recognized the unique benefit of Wunder’s
offerings and requested financing for the construction of
new systems as well as take-out financing for completed
systems. In total, Wunder and Scout are partnering on 14
loans across ten projects, with more deals to come in 2017.
This financing arrangement has already freed up capital on

-

Scout’s balance sheet, allowing them to help more non-

Bill Becker, Scout Solar

profits going forward.
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IN V E STORS

Wunder Solar
Investors
States with Wunder Fund investors

Average Year-Over-Year

Average Year-Over-Year

Investment Growth Rate

New Investor Growth Rate

466%

367%

Repeat Investment Rate

Avg. Single Investment Size

33%

$15,564

Waitlisted Non-Accredited

Wunder is currently working

Investors in 2016

on enabling investments from

4,073+

U.S.-based non-accredited
investors

Top Investor Acquisition Channels:

Top 3 Investor States:

1.- California
2.- New York
3.- Colorado
13

1.- Organic Search
2.- Paid Search
3.- Podcasts
4.- display ads
5.- social media

T E RM FU ND 20 1 6 RE VI E W

‘

Launch Date

Investment Type

Debt

JULY 16

Wunder Capital III, LLC

Target Annual Return

8.5%

=

2016 Write-Offs

0

Proj. 2016 Annual Return

8.5%

THE Wunder
TERM Fund
2016

Average investment Size

A diversified portfolio of commercial solar projects that

$16,625

service strong businesses across the country. These savvy
borrowers recognize the value of capturing long-term
savings by financing their systems using shorter term loans.
This fund provides targeted monthly cashflows of 8.5%
annually for 7 years, while aiding in the fight against climate
change by significantly reducing carbon energy pollution.

Return Distributions

On-Time Distributions To Date

Each solar loan is secured by the assets of the solar system,

Monthly

100%

and each system is installed by one of Wunder’s trusted
solar installation and development partners.
Heading into 2017, the Wunder Term Fund will continue to
accept new investments. Get Started Today!

Average Loan Size

Average Project Size (kW)

$144,378

113
14

IN C OME F UN D 2 01 6 RE V IE W

‘

Launch Date

Investment Type

June 15

Debt

Target Annual Return

Proj. 2016 Annual Return

Wunder Capital I, LLC

THE Wunder
Income Fund
2016

6.00%

A diversified portfolio of commercial solar projects that

2016 Write-Offs

service stable small and medium-size businesses across

0

the United States. Borrowers enjoy monthly electricity
savings, as well as peace-of-mind knowing that they are

=

6.00%
Average investment Size

$13,720

helping their environment and local community by ‘going
green’. The Wunder Income Fund provides investors with
targeted monthly cashflows of 6% annually for 10 years.
Each solar loan is secured by the assets of the solar system,

Return Distributions

On-Time Distributions To Date

and each system is installed by one of Wunder’s trusted

Monthly

100%

Average Loan Size

Average Project Size (kW)

$258,701

98

solar installation and development partners.
Heading into 2017, the Wunder Income Fund will continue
to accept new investments. Get Started Today!
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B RI DGE FU ND 20 1 6 RE VI E W

‘

Launch Date

Investment Type

Nov 15

Debt

Target Annual Return

Proj. 2016 Annual Return

11%

=

11%

Wunder Capital II, LLC

THE Wunder
Bridge Fund
2016
A diversified portfolio of short-term loans that allow leading
solar installers and developers to cover the upfront costs of
new solar development (namely hardware procurement).
Traditionally, these borrowers have floated development
costs off their own balance sheets, significantly constraining

2016 Write-Offs

0

Average investment Size

their ability to book new business. Wunder Bridge Loans

$13,449

allow them to grow their businesses beyond a leveraged
balance sheet or distributor credit limit. The cost of capital
is simply wrapped up into their installation bid and passed
on to the customer.
This fund provides targeted monthly cashflows of 11%

Return Distributions

On-Time Distributions To Date

annually for 2 years, while aiding in the fight against climate

Monthly

100%

change by significantly reducing carbon energy pollution.
Each solar loan is secured by the assets procured, and
each borrower is a trusted Wunder solar installation and
development partner.
The Wunder Bridge Fund is now closed to new investment.

Average Loan Size

Average Project Size (kW)

Sufficient capital was attracted in the first year of this fund

$98,393

106

to offer all projected Wunder projects equipment financing
through 2017. We look forward to revisiting financing
demand and availability to new investors in 2018.
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H E AR F ROM WUN D E R F UN D IN V E ST O R S

“I had seen first-hand the mismatch of funding in the
solar industry and was very familiar with the types of
projects Wunder funds. I had also observed that a lot
of people in the solar business were well intentioned,
but not from strong business backgrounds. I was able
to meet with a Wunder representative in person and I
was impressed with their business-centric view.”

Hear from
Wunder Solar
InvestorS

Karen Crofton

“As I get older, I don’t have many ways I can personally
combat climate change and its ostrich-with-head-in-

Wunder’s fund investor network is comprised of individuals
and organizations spread across the United States. They
vary in profession, background, and motivation, but all
share a common vision for our energy future. One wherein

the-sand skeptics, so investing in alternative energy
gratifies an itch in some small way.”
Andrea McNaughton

energy is cheap, environmentally friendly, and abundant.
We consider ourselves privileged to work with these
investors every day and help them realize that future.
“Wunder plays a specific role that serves a market that
still needs to see the growth that we see happening in
residential and utility-scale solar. I am glad to be part
of their adventure. We need much more of it.”
Joep Meijer
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A B OU T U S

ABOUT Wunder
By now it should be apparent, 2016 has been an incredible
year here at Wunder. Aside from our funds scaling and
performing so well, our team and our organization have
undergone a massive transformation.
Wunder moved out of our first one-room office suite into
a new 3,000 sqft space located in downtown Boulder,
CO. We grew a scrappy group of 5 into a well-equipped
team of 12, and we have a number of key hires joining
full-time in Q1 of 2017. We partnered with 110 new solar
installers and developers across the U.S., increasing our
footprint, expanding our solar pipeline, and leveraging our
resources to help more small and medium-sized U.S.-based
businesses go solar.
Our technology also saw tremendous advancements.
We

automated

our

investor

portal,

facilitating

and

administering new investments seamlessly. Our supporting
infrastructure also made incredible gains. By translating a
lot of our operational knowledge into our codebase, we have
reduced the manual workload of developing a new project
by approximately 10x. Going into 2017, this technological
transformation will enable us to reach unprecedented scale
in the commercial solar market.
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2 01 7 OUTLOOK

2017
Heading into 2017, we have a number of exciting
developments

planned!

We’re

currently

working

on

launching a referral program, which will incent people to
spread the word about solar investing and the impact
that individuals can make on our fight against climate
change. We’re also working on expanding upon the types
of investors that Wunder can facilitate investments from,
including corporations, trusts, self-directed IRA’s, and nonaccredited investors. And of course, we will be updating
our investor portal, providing more information and
transparency to investors as these solar funds grow.
2017 is shaping up to be a transformative year for Wunder
and for the commercial solar industry. Our solar financing
demand is growing at an incredible rate, and we’ll be looking
to both individual investors and institutional investors to
catalyze growth in this important sector.

Invest Today or
Schedule a Call With Wunder
to get started and help save the world!
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DISCL AIMER S

Important
disclaimers
The

Wunder

Term

Fund,

the

Wunder

are

investment or sending any money to Wunder

Income Fund and the Wunder Bridge Fund

registered investment advisors or registered

or the Funds. Any income you receive from

(together, the “Funds”) are administered by

broker-dealers. No adviser-client or broker-

the Funds may be taxable. Wunder intends

The Wunder Company (“Wunder”). Please

client relationship shall exist because of any

to fully comply with all applicable laws

contact

information.

purchase of securities from the Funds. All

regarding the reporting of any income from

in

third-party data in this report is derived from

the Funds to tax authorities.

Wunder

Wunder

is

for

more

headquartered

Boulder,

Colorado.

Neither

the

Funds

nor

Wunder

sources that Wunder deems to be reliable,
but has not been independently verified.

Wunder rigorously protects its intellectual

This report is not a solicitation, nor a

Wunder is not responsible for mistakes or

property.

solicitation of an offer to purchase, any

misstatements in such data. Wunder is not

writing, no license is granted, express or

securities. All sales of securities are made

responsible for any typographical errors.

implied, to use the trademarks, service marks

through the investment portal pursuant
to

approved

documentation,

a

subscription

and

or copyrights of Wunder or its affiliates

including

Investments can and do lose money. Results

without the prior written consent of Wunder.

private

are not guaranteed. Trends observed in this

No materials regarding the Investment

memorandum

(together,

report may not continue in the future. Read

Package may be copied, distributed, or

the “Investment Package”).

Neither the

the Investment Package carefully before

shared with any third party without the prior

investing.

written consent of Wunder.

placement

agreement

Unless expressly set forth in

Securities and Exchange Commission nor
any state securities authority or other
regulatory

authority

has

approved

or

Wunder

does

not

provide,

and

no

disapproved the securities offered by the

information provided by it shall constitute,

Funds, nor passed upon the adequacy of

legal advice, tax advice, or accounting

the Investment Package. Any assertion to

advice. You should consult your legal, tax

the contrary is a criminal offense.

and accounting officer prior to making an
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